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Verification and evaluation method for the seismic
performance of potable water mains lined with
cured-in-place pipe (CIPP)
Hiromasa Ishizeki and Masakatsu Miyajima
ABSTRACT
This paper presents earthquake damage surveys, experiments on seismic behavior, and a performance
evaluation method using seismic calculation, for potable water mains lined with cured-in-place pipe (CIPP).
CIPP is a trenchless technology that forms a new pipe within an existing pipeline for the purpose of renewal or
corrosion prevention of aging pipes, and is used mostly in pipes with non-anti-seismic joints.
Japan has suffered significant damage to potable water pipelines caused by frequent seismic activities. It is
reported that most of the resulting damage was water leakage caused by pullout of those joints that didn’t have a
separation preventing function, generally called non-anti-seismic joints.
For this research, an earthquake damage survey was first conducted on potable water mains in which
PALTEM HL liners had been installed in the past. The survey showed that there were no damage reports for
these pipelines. CIPPs were, therefore, judged to potentially contribute to the seismic improvement of pipelines
with non-anti-seismic joints.
Next, physical experiments were conducted on pipe specimens lined with a fully-structural CIPP to verify
seismic behavior. Even under loading conditions that reflected the past earthquakes with seismic intensities of 4
or above on the Japan Metrological Agency’s (JMA) scaling, the CIPP protected host pipes from joint pullout,
and the jointed pipelines exhibited behavior similar to a single, continuous pipe. The CIPP itself did not show
any damage or leaks.
In addition, to establish a methodology to evaluate the seismic performance of CIPP that is installed inside
existing pipes, a calculation model and its parameters were selected based on the seismic behavior observed and
data obtained in the previous experiments. After that, the performance criteria required for CIPP were selected
and material tests were conducted to determine the allowable stress using the fully structural CIPP.
This study has confirmed that CIPP improves seismic performance of old potable water pipelines and has
enabled evaluation of seismic performance by seismic calculation in accordance with different site conditions.
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INTROD
DUCTION
CIPP is one of thhe trenchless technologiess that create a new pipe within a deeteriorated pipe buried
l
is a comp
posite materiaal of liner tubee with impregnated curablee resin. A linerr generally
underground. A CIPP liner
consists oof non-wovenn fabric and offten glass fibeer. Figure 1 illlustrates a typical structure of CIPP.
A resin-impregnateed liner is insserted by a tecchnique called
d inversion th
hat uses air prressure to turn
n the liner
A
insertionn, the air presssure is maintaained for the liliner to closely
y fit to the
inside ouut within an exxisting pipe. After
host pipee until the resinn cures and a CIPP is form
med. The mech
hanism of inveersion is illusttrated in Figurre 2.
Becauuse the liningg material is in
nstalled by innversion, it do
oes not createe loads such aas friction forrce during
insertion.. Therefore, CIPP
C
can be eaasily installed for a long disstance in a pip
peline even wiith curves and
d bends. In
addition, installation of CIPP is not
n constraineed by ground
d facilities, trraffic circums
mstance or oth
her buried
ng pit at each end of a pipeeline to be rehabilitated.
obstacless because it requires no excavation exceppt for a workin
The leength of deteeriorated pipess that are reacching their deesign life is siignificantly inncreasing in Japan,
J
and
renewal and seismic strengthening
g of those piipes are beco
oming urgent issues. The conventionall open-cut
ment method iss still the prim
mary counterm
measure, how
wever, there arre many sites where pipes are buried
replacem
under arteerial streets, railroads,
r
and rivers that maake it difficultt to excavate.
CIPP,, a trenchless technology, is
i therefore em
mployed for a broad range of infrastructture such as gas
g mains,
potable w
water mains, sewers
s
and irrrigation liness. CIPP has become a com
mmon methoddology especiaally in the
Japanese gas and seweer industry beccause those inndustries have already institu
uted public guuidelines [1], [2] for use
ne seismic perrformance of CIPP in term
m of leak preveention.
of CIPP. These guideliines also defin
y publicly cllassified as ann industrial staandard for
On thhe other hand, in the potable water field, CIPP is not yet
renewingg and seismiccally strengtheening deteriorrated mains. Despite the fact
f that CIPPP is not yet commonly
c
accepted in the Japaneese water wo
orks industry, it is believed
d that it is cap
pable of a cerrtain degree of
o seismic
r
in
resistancee performancee. A verificatiion study on thhe seismic perrformance of CIPP for potaable water is reported
this paperr.

Figuree 1. A typical structure
s
of a C
CIPP (PALTE
EM Super-HL Liner
L
as an exa
xample)

Figure 22. Inversion meechanism
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RESEARCH ON CIPP INSTALLED IN QUAKE-STRICKEN AREAS
Ashimori Industry Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan, has been providing and installing CIPP since 1980 under its
technique brand name “PALTEM” and more than 90% of their works by length were performed in Japan
including areas stricken by major earthquakes. In the 35+ years of PALTEM history, its products have
experienced at least 6 major earthquakes with a seismic intensity of more than 6-upper on the rating system of the
Japanese Meteorological Agency, not including aftershocks. However, there has been no report of leak or failure
(at least not as a post-quake damage report) from stricken cities in which PALTEM HL (hose lining) liners were
used. It should be noted that portions of PALTEM’s early stage liners are semi-structural and non-structural.
Before this study project, we had already conducted post-quake research [3] on PALTEM CIPP installations
after “The Great Hanshin Earthquake” which hit cities such as Osaka and Kobe in the mid-west portion of Japan
in 1995. In one of the major cities in the region, the municipal water authority found no leak in water mains
retrofitted with PALTEM CIPP, while about 1,000 defects were reported in the entire 4,000 km distribution
network. In the same city, a gas distributor reported no leakage from their gas mains that were lined with
PALTEM liners, and our own sewer inspection also confirmed no leaks. Similar results were confirmed in our
research and inspection after “the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake”.
Our research was extended for this study project and was focused on potable water mains. Cities, towns,
boroughs and villages were selected in municipal areas that had been stricken by major earthquakes with the
threshold of seismic intensity equal to 6-upper as it is the specified class for seismic resistance assessment of new
water main installation in Japan. Some locations were further narrowed down to “district levels” if, in a
municipal level, ground liquefaction was reported during earthquakes.
Table 1 shows the result of crosschecking between official quake damage reports and Ashimori’s past
installation records in the selected areas. About 6.7 km of PALTEM CIPP were installed in municipalities
stricken by earthquakes of seismic intensity 6-upper or above. 30 km were installed in areas in which ground
liquefaction was reported. No leak or failure was reported from these municipalities or areas.
TABLE 1. CROSSCHECKING BETWEEN QUAKE REPORTS AND INSTALLATION RECORDS
Installation records (meter)
Dates

Earthquakes

Locations
(Prefectures)

Seismic
intensity
6-upper

Ground liquefaction
Reported

Municipal level

“District”
level

Jan/17/1995

Great Hanshin

Hyogo

1,143

1,143

88

Oct/06/2000

West Tottori

Tottori

-

161

TBC

Oct/23/2004

Chuetsu

Niigata

132

2,332

1,423

Mar/25/2007

Noto

Ishikawa

40

-

-

Jul/16/2007

Chuetsu Offshore

Niigata

132

-

-

Miyagi

571

538

83

Fukushima

125

152

TBC

Ibaraki

4,547

4,678

TBC

Chiba

-

1,357

TBC

Saitama

-

2,465

TBC

Tokyo

-

4,278

TBC

Kanagawa

-

12,949

1,310

Total

6,690

30,053

2,904

Mar/11/2011

Tohoku

Damage
Status

No damage
report

TBC = to be confirmed
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Fig
gure 3. Joint ppullout in a ducctile iron pipe, [5]

a found thaat PALTEM C
CIPP survived
d in existing ductile iron ppipes with con
nventional
Our rresearch has also
non-seism
mic-resistant joints. A ressearch of Invvestigative Commission
C
2013
2
for Seissmic Strength
hening of
Pipeliness [4] over existting pipes hass found that faailure ratios off existing wateer pipelines w
were significan
ntly higher
for steel ppipes with scrrewed joints, cast iron pipees (CIP) and ductile iron pipes
p
(DIP) thhan for other types.
t
The
majority of failures weere from jointt pullout in feerrous pipes. An
A example of
o joint pullouut in a DIP is shown in
Figure 3.
w
seismic-resistant joiints are usuallly old and likeely to be scheeduled for rehabilitation
Thesee iron pipes without
or replaceement. In factt, among 380 km of water main rehabiliitations with PALTEM
P
CIPPP, approximately 65%
were insttalled in old ductile
d
iron an
nd cast iron ppipes. Even th
hough the CIP
PPs have beenn used mainly
y on those
types of ppipe that are relatively
r
weaak in earthquak
ake resistance,, our research has revealed the fact that there
t
were
no failuree reports afterr severe earthq
quakes. Hencee, it can be deeduced that thee CIPP installlations have seeismically
strengtheened those exiisting pipelinees with non-annti-seismic joiints.

VERIFIC
CATION OF
F SEISMIC BEHAVIOR
B
R
or of a pipelinee that is retroffitted with CIP
PP, it should nnot be ignored that CIPP
Whenn verifying seiismic behavio
always exists inside a host pipe. CIPP
C
is not ddirectly buried
d underground, and it rathher forms a multi-layer
m
pe. Therefore, the host pipe ’s seismic beh
havior, i.e.
structure by closely fittting to the inteerior wall of aan existing pip
nces the CIPP
P’s seismic beh
havior.
joint dispplacement behhavior, influen
In thee past, an expeerimental study
y [3] had beenn conducted using
u
a non-strructural “hosee liner” to verify if water
tightness was maintainned in an eveent of joint ppullout. The result
r
was fav
vorable and itt was also fo
ound, after
l
works and continuin
ng fundamenttal studies, thaat joint displaacement is
gatheringg long-term exxperience in lining
less likelyy to occur if a CIPP was in
nside a host pippe.
CIPP’s three charaacteristics relatted to pull-ouut resistance: close-fitting
c
by
y inversion prressure, circum
mferential
expansionn by internal water
w
pressurre and bondingg strength of epoxy
e
resin arre assumed too be the main causes for
the non-ddisplacement phenomena. Figure
F
4 illusttrates a structture of a host pipe retrofitteed with a CIP
PP and the
reinforcinng characterisstics of CIPP.

Figure
F
4. Threee reinforcing effects
e
of CIPP
P
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TESTS F
FOR FRICTION FORCE
E MEASURE
EMENT
uake when a fforce that disp
places a joint, namely pulloout force, is grreater than
Joint ppullout occurs in an earthqu
the pullouut resistance force,
f
accordiing to Kumakki and MIyajim
ma [6]. The joint pullout fo
force developss from the
friction fforce betweenn the ground and
a an existinng pipe and itt is assumed to be 0.0098 N/mm2 according to a
seismic ddesign standarrd in Japan [7
7]. On the otheer hand, the pullout
p
resistaance force in a pipe retrofittted with a
CIPP is ppresumed to develop
d
from the
t friction foorce between the
t host pipe and
a the CIPP..
In ordder to confirm
m “non-slidabiility” betweenn a host pipe and
a a CIPP, a test for frictioon force capaability was
conducted. For this tesst, PALTEM Super-HL,
S
a fu
fully structurall CIPP liner was
w installed inn a short sectio
on of steel
he vertically placed
p
steel ppipe, and the load was
pipe, thenn an axial load was applied from the ttop end of th
measuredd at the pointt that interfacce slip startedd between thee CIPP and the
t steel pipee. The friction
n stress is
calculatedd by dividingg the load measured
m
by th
the contact arrea between the host pipee and the CIP
PP. Three
specimenns were prepaared for this test.
t
In two oof them (No.2
2 and 3), a thiin nylon tubee sheet was in
nstalled to
intervenee between thee CIPP and th
he steel pipe to eliminate the bonding strength at thhe interfaces.. Figure 5
illustratess the test setupp and the resu
ults are shownn in Table 2.
In speecimen No.1, for which botth the close-fiitting effect by
y inversion prressure and boonding strengtth of resin
are actingg, the frictionaal resistance between
b
the C
CIPP and the steel pipe was 40 times greaater than assum
med to act
between the ground and
a an existin
ng pipe. In sp ecimens No.2
2 and No.3 with
w only the close-fitting effect,
e
the
w 2.5 timess greater. Alsso, in anotherr reference teest, close-fittinng and circum
mferential
frictionall resistance was
expansionn by internal water pressu
ure generated a friction ressistance that was
w about 100 times greateer than the
standard assumption foor friction resiistance betweeen ground and
d a steel pipe. In a real lininng situation, alll the three
effects acct simultaneouusly. The tests proved that the friction reesistance betw
ween a CIPP aand a host pip
pe was far
greater thhan the maxim
mum force asssumed to be ddeveloped betw
ween a host piipe and the grround that is used
u in the
Japanese seismic desiggn standard [7
7]. Therefore, it can be antiicipated that jo
oint displacem
ment hardly ev
ver occurs
even undder an earthquaake motion iff a CIPP is insstalled inside a jointed pipelline.

Lo
oading apparaatus
Bac
cking plate
CIPP
Steel pipe
Strain gauge

CIPP
P

Steel pipe

Figgure 5. Test seetup
TABL
LE 2. RESULT
TION FORCE TEST
TS OF FRICT
CIPP

“Super-H
HL” Φ300, t=4
4.0 ㎜

Hoost pipe

Steel pip
pe, Φ300, L=300 ㎜

Reference
test

Sppecimen

No.1

No.2

No.3

Intervvening sheet

-

Material
M
A

Material B

Material A

Close-fitting

✓

✓

✓

✓

Circumferen
ntial
expansion

-

-

-

✓(0.75MP
Pa)

Bonding
g

✓

-

-

-

0.411

0.025

0.025

0.096

CIPP’s
P
Properties

Friction force
f
(N/mm2)
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PHYSIC
CAL TESTIN
NG FOR VER
RIFYING SE
EISMIC BEH
HAVIOR
ve seismic
Physiical simulationn tests were peerformed withh jointed speccimen pipes with CIPP instaalled to observ
behavior.. The main puurposes of these tests are ass follows;
1) T
To observe jooint displacem
ment behavioor under a load
d that simulates an earthquuake.
2) T
To measure the load that causes
c
joint ddisplacement.
3) T
To measure the load that causes
c
a defecct in CIPP.
For thhese purposes, a test specim
men was prepaared as follow
ws;
1) A pair of ID 300 mm, L=6 m, mortar- lined ductile iron pipes were
w connecteed via non-anti-seismic
jjoints.
2) A t=0.2 mm nylon tube was
w inserted. This nylon tu
ube was used
d in order to ccreate the mo
ost severe
ccondition by eliminate thee bonding streength between the host pip
pe and the CIIPP which, in
n an actual
iinstallation, depends
d
on interior
i
surfaace status succh as quality
y of cleaningg or roughneess due to
ddeterioration..
3) A DN 300 mm
m, t=4 mm CIPP
C
was insttalled through
h the two connected ductille iron pipes.
The sttages of speciimen preparation are shownn in Figure 6 and
a the structu
ure of the joinnt is illustrated
d in Figure
7.
The ttest specimenn of ductile iron
i
pipes wiith installed CIPP was th
hen subjectedd to the follo
owing test
procedurre;
1) H
Hydraulic jaccks were instaalled on both tthe horizontaal sides of the test specimenn and longitudinal load
w
was applied.
2) 00.75 MPa innternal waterr pressure waas maintaineed during thee longitudinaal loading so
o the test
sspecimen sim
mulated a pipee under internnal service prressure.
3) JJoint displaceement was meeasured by gaauges that weere installed around
a
the joiint.
Host pipe

No
on-anti-seism
mic joint (Typpe-K)

Lining
g

Nylo
on tube

Figure 6. Stagges of specimeen preparation
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T-hea
ad bolt and nu
ut
Gland
d

Rubber gasket

Figure 77. Structure of joint, [8]

The leevel of longittudinal load applied
a
to the pipe specimeen in this experiment was ddetermined as follows;
1) T
The loading level
l
must bee high enoughh that joint pullout
p
would
d occur in an existing pipee (without
C
CIPP). Joint pullout force is generateed by stress that acts on a ductile iroon pipeline due
d to an
eearthquake, according
a
to Kumaki
K
and M
Miyajima [6].
2) E
Equation 1, reeferred to in Japan
J
Water W
Works Assocciation’s guideline [7], is eemployed to calculate
c
a
nnecessary seiismic load. This is one off standard formulas in Japan that was oobtained baseed on past
eearthquake exxperiences an
nd is used to ccalculate axiaal stress for a seismic intennsity of 4 or above.
a
3) T
The equationn gives an ax
xial load of 227.69 kN wh
here joint pullout force staarts exceedin
ng pullout
rresistance streength. For thiis experimentt, 60 kN is ussed to providee a safety facttor of approxiimately 2.

R  σ 2 L  A＝

π・D・τ・L
A
2A

(1)

W
Where,
R:
σ2L :
A:
D:
τ:
L:

Joint pullo
out force
Axial streess in Level-22 seismic mottion
Cross-secctional area off pipe
Outside diameter
d
of piipe (300 mm))
Friction force
fo betweenn pipe and gro
ound (=0.0098 N/mm2)
Length off pipe (6,000 m
mm)

wn in Figure 88.
The eexperimental setup is show
The rresults of the experiment are
a summarizeed as followss;
1) JJoint displaceement (pullou
ut) was not obbserved even under the 60
0-kN load.
2) T
The load waas then increaased until joiint displacem
ment occurred
d, and approxximately 400
0 kN was
nneeded to cauuse joint displacement.
3) T
The CIPP insside the ductille iron pipelinne did not sufffer any damaage nor showeed any leakag
ge through
tthe entire expperiment.

Figure 8. Experimenttal setup
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The joint in the pipeline specimen with CIPP installed did not show a displacement under an axial load that is
twice the calculated earthquake load. The load that finally caused joint displacement was 400 kN which is 15
times greater than the calculated earthquake load. The bonding strength of the curable resin was eliminated by
the intervening nylon tube between the CIPP and the host pipes. In an actual CIPP watermain installation, a CIPP
is typically strongly secured by bonding of epoxy resin inside the host pipe.
The two tests showed that, under the conditions simulated, a jointed pipeline with CIPP installed behaves like
a single, continuous pipe including the joint. From the observation that the joint pullout behavior under seismic
motion was suppressed by CIPP, it can be said that the seismic performance has improved in comparison to a
pipeline with a non-anti-seismic joint. In addition, the CIPP showed no structural defect even though it was
exposed to a load that is 15 times greater than the calculated seismic load. Moreover, it maintained the design
burst pressure of 5.0 MPa under a burst test that was performed after the loading test. Hence, the structural CIPP
is assumed to satisfy the required seismic strength both during and after seismic loading.

EVALUATION METHOD BASED ON SEISMIC CALCULATION
The previous sections have shown CIPP’s capability of suppressing joint pull-out behavior and seismic
strength performance, however, it is not enough to provide only a generalized seismic performance evaluation of
CIPP. Site conditions need be reflected in a seismic calculation method to verify if a CIPP’s strength is fully
satisfied under an earthquake. To evaluate the seismic strength of a CIPP installation, a method is presented
below to compare the seismic strain acting on the CIPP and the CIPP’s allowable strain.
Calculation of Strain Acting on CIPP
The “Seismic Design and Construction Guidelines for Water Supply Facilities” of Japan Water Works
Association (JWWA) [7] specifies a seismic design calculation method based on the response displacement
method for welded steel pipes as a continuous pipeline. However, two issues need to be addressed before
immediately using the specified equation.
The first one is that CIPP is not directly buried underground and it lies within a jointed pipeline. When
calculating strain that is generated on a CIPP, the joint displacement behavior under seismic motion needs to be
reflected. To address this issue, the previously explained loading test proved that the jointed ductile iron pipeline
with the CIPP installed behaved similarly to a single, continuous pipe. In other words, a ferrous pipeline jointed
with old, non-anti-seismic joints but retrofitted with a CIPP can be considered as a continuous pipe with ferrous
outer material. Hence, it is concluded that the above equation for seismic strength calculation of welded steel
pipe is applicable in the case of a pipeline retrofitted with a fully structural CIPP.
The second issue is lack of validity to apply the seismic strain that is calculated based on material
characteristics of steel pipe for evaluation of CIPP, a plastic pipe. There is a great difference in the tensile elastic
modulus of the two different pipe materials. To address this issue, the tensile elastic modulus of CIPP is
employed so that seismic strain acting on the model pipeline is greater than that for the ferrous pipe to provide a
conservative calculation.
With these assumptions, JWWA’s seismic calculation method for welded steel pipe can be applied to CIPP in
a jointed ferrous pipe with the characteristics of the plastic material being considered.
Setting CIPP’s Allowable Strain
Because a fully structural CIPP does not rely on the strength of the existing pipe, its allowable strain must be
determined based only on the CIPP’s physical properties. To determine the allowable strain for seismic design
calculations, earthquakes are classified into two levels, a Level-1 earthquake and a Level-2 earthquake, in
accordance with the Japanese seismic design practice for water facilities [7].
A Level-1 earthquake is defined as an earthquake that likely occurs over the service period of a pipe, and it is
generally estimated to be of a seismic intensity of 6-lower or less. A Level-2 earthquake is defined as an
earthquake that barely occurs over the service period but could be catastrophic, and it is generally estimated to be
of a seismic intensity of 6-upper or above.
For Level-1 earthquakes, it is defined in the guideline that a requirement for seismic performance of CIPP is
to satisfy “the limit state in which the dynamic property of CIPP material falls within the elastic range” [7].
Although ferrous materials generally have a clear yield point as a boundary between the elastic range and plastic
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Figure 9. R
Record of cycliic strain test

rangee, the stress-strrain relation of
o CIPP materrial has no clear yield point. Therefore, aas an alternativ
ve method
periments, cy
yclic strain tessts were perfo
ormed and
to judge the elastic rannge of the CIPP used in thhe seismic exp
residual sstrain was measured.
A 0.66% strain wass cyclically applied
a
on a flat test piecee of the CIPP
P at the rate of 5 mm/miin for 300
repetitionns, as shown in
i Figure 9. Itt was confirm
med that the reesidual strain is
i 0.1% or lesss after the cy
yclic strain
tests.
med as the yielld stress for m
materials such
h as glass,
In genneral, a stresss level that leaves 0.2% strrain is assum
concrete, plastic, and rubber.
r
Hencee, we decided that the resultt of the cyclic test showed a satisfactory margin of
safety. Inn addition, thee test pieces didn’t
d
show aany reduction
n in strength after
a
the cycliic test. The 0..6% strain
maintainss safety factorr of 3 to the breaking
b
stresss of this CIPP
P material, wh
hich is approxximately 2.0%
%. The test
setup is sshown in Figuure 10 and Tab
ble 3 shows thhe results.

Fiigure 10. Setuup of Level-1 cyclic
c
strain teest
TABLE 3. RESUL
LT OF LEVEL
L-1 CYCLIC TEST
Strain
applied
(%)

0.60

-

Test
Specimen

Residuaal strain
after cy
yclic test
(%
%)

Tensile
T
strengtth
after
a
cyclic tesst
(MPa)

1

0.0
07

160.6

2

0.0
09

157.4

3

0.0
07

163.2

Initial valuee

-

159
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Figure 11. Setup of Level-2 cyclic strain test
TABLE 4. RESULT OF LEVEL-2 CYCLIC TEST
Strain
applied
(%)

Test
specimen

Physical status
after cyclic test
(%)

Tensile strength
after cyclic test
(MPa)

No damage

137
(average)

-

140

1
1.20

2
3

-

Initial value

For Level-2 earthquakes, the seismic resistance of CIPP is defined to satisfy “the limit state in which no
water leak occurs even under partially plasticized status” [7]. Cyclic strain simulating a Level-2 seismic
motion was applied to check the integrity of CIPP and determine allowable strain under Level-2 seismic
motion.
1.2 % strain was applied on flat test pieces at the frequency of 5 Hz for 500 repetitions. No damage such as
rupture was found and, again, no reduction in strength was confirmed by a tensile test after the cyclic strain
tests. The 1.2% strain maintains a safety factor of 1.5 to the breaking stress of this CIPP material. Figure 11
shows the test setup and the results are shown in Table 4.
An Example of a Seismic Design Calculation
In this paper, a seismic design calculation method for CIPP has been theorized as follows.
1) The equation used is the same as one for welded steel pipe since the presence of the CIPP integrates
the host pipe’s jointed structure and the entire pipeline becomes as if a single-layer, continuous
pipe. However, only the CIPP’s material properties are to plugged into calculation.
2) The calculated strain is compared only to the allowable strain of the CIPP because, when the
seismic performance of a full-structural CIPP is to be verified, material properties of host pipe
should be ignored.
The equation used employs the response displacement method which well reflects the response properties of
the ground and enables the consideration of dynamic ground motion based on a static analysis of ground
displacement and strain. A model calculation is presented below with ground conditions and other calculation
variables chosen from JWWA’s Guideline [9] as shown in Figure 12.
The tensile elastic modulus and the linear expansion coefficient of PALTEM’s fully structural CIPP are
employed as the physical properties of CIPP. Figure 12 illustrates the model conditions and the calculation
results are presented in Table 5.
As the result of the model calculation, seismic strains are within the allowable strain of CIPP for both Level-1
and Level-2 earthquake simulations. Under this condition setting, the CIPP satisfies the required seismic strength
performance.
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Figure 12. A model gground conditio
on for verificaation, [9]
TA
ABLE 5. VER
RIFICATION RESULT OF
F SEISMIC PE
ERFORMANC
CE
Level-1
Level-22

Normal
N
load

Design internall pressure

0.1
152%

Vehicle looad

0.0
046%

Temperature change

0.0
015%

Unbalanced
U
subbsidence

0.0
010%

Seismic load

0.060%

0.502%
%

Total Strain
n in axial direection

0.283%

0.725%
%

Allo
owable strain

0.600%
Within
allowable
strain

1.200%
%
Within
allowablle
strain

Result of verificatioon

USION
CONCLU
y of past CIPP
P installationss in quake-stricken areas, phhysical tests on
o seismic
This sstudy has inclluded a survey
behavior of simulatedd pipes with CIPP
C
installedd, and verification of seism
mic strength oof CIPP by calculation
c
ws.
under moodel ground coonditions. Thee study concluudes as follow
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

There was no
n failure repo
ort of CIPP frrom areas thaat suffered seismic intensityy of more thaan 6-upper
and/or liqueefaction.
A fully strucctural CIPP reehabilitation suppresses jo
oint pull-out behavior
b
of thhe host pipe th
hrough the
friction forcce that develo
ops between tthe CIPP and host pipe.
It required a more than 15 times greeater load thaan the calculated seismic load to geneerate joint
ne that was reetrofitted with
h the fully strructural CIPPP.
displacemennt in a pipelin
The fully sttructural CIPP
P didn’t show
w any leak orr damage eveen under the lload that wass 15 times
greater thann the seismic load.
A method has
h been dev
veloped to caalculate the sttress that actts on the CIPPP-installed pipe
p
in an
earthquake using the resp
ponse displaccement metho
od already in use for weldded steel pipe..
A way to deetermine the allowable strrain of a CIPP
P for Level-1
1 and Level-22 earthquakess has been
proposed. (IIn the case off PALTEM S
Super-HL CIP
PP, this is 0.6% and 1.2%, respectively.)
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As the result of verification and evaluation conducted during this study, it can be stated that CIPP does
strengthen old potable water mains against seismic damage. A seismic design calculation reflecting different site
conditions is now possible and represents a way to evaluate the seismic performance of CIPP with clearer
criteria.
Future research is expected to include ground deformation status such as subsidence by broader verifications
using both theoretical data to be obtained from experiments/analysis and actual data from past installation
records.
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